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Abstract

Alternative whitening strategies to hydrogen peroxide have been proposed, such as the inclusion of abrasive and/or pigmented particles in the 
toothpaste. This study compared the whitening effectiveness of a toothpaste containing Blue Covarine (BC) vs. an in-office whitening treatment 
using 35% hydrogen peroxide (HP) in teeth stained. Bovine incisors blocks (6.0x6.0x2.0 mm) were stained with green tea (GT), orange soda 
(OS), or red wine (RW). The samples were randomly assigned into 8 groups (n=15), according to the type of staining and whitening treatment:  
G1 – no staining, BC (Control); G2 – no staining, HP (Control);  G3 – GT, BC; G4 – GT, HP; G5 – OS, BC; G6 – OS, HP; G7 – RW, BC; G8 – 
RW, HP. Color change (ΔE), luminosity (L*), green-red axis (a*), and blue-yellow axis (b*) were recorded with spectroscopy at T0 – baseline, 
T1 – immediately after toothbrushing or in-office tooth whitening, and T2 – after the conclusion of the treatments. The whiteness index for 
dentistry (WID) was calculated. Data were analyzed by two-way repeated measured mixed ANOVA and Bonferroni test (α=0.05). HP showed a 
better whitening performance (ΔE) (p ≤ 0.042). Otherwise, no effects of the whitening agent were observed (p = 1.000). Data from ΔL, Δa, and 
Δb showed statistically significant differences for experimental groups (p < 0.001). In the WID analysis, BC and HP had similar effects within 
control and RW groups. In conclusion, blue covarine toothpaste may be a viable option for extrinsically stained teeth. However, for severe 
staining, HP-based whitening agents proved to be the most effective treatment strategy.
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Resumo

Estratégias de clareamento alternativas ao peróxido de hidrogênio têm sido propostas, como a inclusão de partículas abrasivas e/ou 
pigmentadas nos cremes dentais. Este estudo comparou a eficácia clareadora de um creme dental contendo Blue Covarine (BC) com um 
tratamento de clareamento em consultório com peróxido de hidrogênio a 35% (HP) em dentes pigmentados. Blocos de incisivos bovinos 
(6,0x6,0x2,0 mm) foram pigmentados com chá verde (GT), refrigerante de laranja (OS) ou vinho tinto (RW). As amostras foram distribuídas 
aleatoriamente em 8 grupos (n = 15), de acordo com o tipo de pigmento e tratamento clareador: G1 - sem coloração, CB (Controle); 
G2 - sem coloração, HP (Controle); G3 - GT, BC; G4 - GT, HP; G5 - OS, BC; G6 - SO, HP; G7 - RW, BC; G8 - RW, HP. Mudança de cor 
(ΔE), luminosidade (L *), eixo verde-vermelho (a*) e eixo azul-amarelo (b*) foram registrados com espectroscopia em T0 - baseline, T1 - 
imediatamente após a escovação ou clareamento dental em consultório, e T2 - após a conclusão dos tratamentos. O índice de brancura para 
odontologia (WID) foi calculado. Os dados foram analisados   por ANOVA mista de duas vidas para medidas repetidas e teste de Bonferroni (α 
= 0,05). HP apresentou melhor desempenho de clareamento (ΔE) (p ≤ 0,042). Os dados de ΔL, Δa e Δb mostraram diferenças estatisticamente 
significativas para os grupos experimentais (p <0,001). Na análise WID, BC e HP tiveram efeitos semelhantes nos grupos controle e RW. Em 
conclusão, o creme dental covarine azul pode ser uma opção viável para dentes com coloração extrínseca. No entanto, para manchas graves, 
os agentes de clareamento à base de HP provaram ser a estratégia de tratamento mais eficaz.
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1 Introduction

Stained teeth present organic compounds, such as 
conjugated chains of single or double bonds, that are 
responsible to produce the stains. When these conjugated 
chains and other functional groups are broken by oxidant 
agents, a whitening effect is achieved.1 Therefore, conventional 
tooth whitening techniques mainly use peroxides as oxidant 
agents to be diffused into the tooth organic matrix and release 
free radicals2 that interact with the organic compounds and 
generate lighter compounds.3,4

Despite the well-known effectiveness of peroxides against 

stained teeth, they might negatively influence the teeth 
biological components5,6 and frequently display clinical side 
effects resulting in trans and postoperative hypersensitivity.7,8 
Dental professional supervision is always required when 
peroxide-based whitening procedures are performed. To 
simplify the technique and make the whitening effect easier 
to obtain for patients, whitening toothpastes have been 
developed. However, the properly delivery of toothpaste 
peroxides is challenging regarding formulation factors, 
regulatory restrictions, and relatively short exposure time 
during toothbrushing.9 To overcome all these limitations, 
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peroxide-free formulations of whitening toothpastes have 
recently emerged as an easier and safer alternative. While 
peroxides whiten teeth by chemically modifying pigments on 
and within the tooth structure itself, peroxide-free whitening 
toothpastes work by removing and/or controlling extrinsic 
stain with optimized abrasives, surfactants, polyphosphates, 
and enzymes.7 

Whitening toothpastes can be classified according to their 
mechanism of action: chemical, abrasive, or optical effect.7 

Blue Covarine [BC] is a whitening agent that works by the 
optical effect mechanism. Its activity is based on the deposition 
of a thin film of blue pigment on the enamel surface, which 
modifies the tooth perceived color.10 This “whitening effect” 
was based on the work of a number of previous studies11,12 

which demonstrated that the whitening perception, both visual 
and instrumental [spectrophotometers and colorimeters], 
depends more on changes in the b* [blue-yellow] coordinate 
than the luminosity [L*] from the CIELab system.13,14 Despite 
the promising findings regarding BC, further investigations 
are still required.15 To obtain an optical whitening, the  BC 
blue shade must predominate over the yellow color of stained 
teeth.16 

Consumption of products with dyes in a variety of colors 
such as red wine, green tea, acai berry, orange juice, black tea, 
coffee, cola soft drinks and cigarettes may result in stained 
teeth.17 Therefore, it is crucial to compare the whitening 
efficacy of a BC-based whitening toothpastes in teeth stained 
by different types of pigments. Moreover, comparison with 
conventional peroxide-based whitening agents will provide 
valuable information regarding the potential strengths and 
limitations of each whitening treatment.

This randomized blinded in vitro study aimed to compare 
the whitening effect of a new toothpaste containing BC with 
a conventional in-office tooth whitening treatment. The null 
hypothesis tested was that toothpaste containing BC exhibits 
similar whitening effect on stained teeth to a conventional 
in-office whitening treatment using 35% hydrogen peroxide 
(HP).

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Study design

A controlled laboratory, randomized, paired and single-
blinded (color examiner) study was performed. The dependent 
variable was the whitening effectiveness, evaluated according 
to the changes in total color (∆E), luminosity (L*), green-
red (a*) and blue-yellow (b*) axis, and whitening index 
for dentistry (WID). The independent variables were: a) 
Whitening treatment - two levels: in-office tooth whitening 
using 35% HP and toothpaste containing BC; b) Tooth 
structure staining – three different colored types of pigments: 
green tea - GT, red wine - RW and orange soda - OS) and c) 
Evaluation time – three levels: baseline, immediately after the 
first tooth whitening treatment, and at the end of the treatment. 

The evaluation time was also used to generate the repeated 
measures variable. 

2.2 Sample size calculation

The sample size for repeated measures (n = 15/group) was 
defined using the G* Power 3.1.9 software18 considering a 
minimum effect size of 20% - (ΔE) as the primary outcome19 
80% statistical power and 5% significance level.

2.3 Samples preparation

Bovine incisors were obtained from an officially regulated 
abattoir. After prophylaxis, 120 bovine incisors were selected 
according to good structural integrity and surface regularity. 
First, the teeth roots were removed using a water-cooled 
precision cutter machine (IsoMet 4000, Buehler Ltd., Lake 
Bluff, IL). Then, the teeth were sectioned in mesiodistal 
directions and cervical-incisal to obtain dental blocks of 6.0 
x 6.0 x 2.0 mm. The obtained blocks had their vestibular and 
palatine surfaces corrected in a polishing machine (Ecomet 
250/Automet 250 - Buehler Ltd., Lake Bluff, IL, USA) to 
obtain flat surfaces. The blocks had a total thickness of 2 
mm consisting of 1 mm of enamel and 1 mm of dentin, with 
dimensions measured using a digital caliper (Model 500-144B, 
Mitutoyo Sul América Ltda. SP, Brazil). The samples were 
numbered and randomly assigned using BioEstat version 5.3 
for Windows (Instituto Mamirauá, Tefé, AM, Brazil) (Figure 
1). The grouped samples were then embedded in a neutral 
gray colored acrylic resin in sets of five dental blocks (38.0 
x 10.0 x 2.0 mm each set). Each block was coded and stored 
in artificial saliva under stirring at controlled temperature 
(36±1.0°C) for one week prior to testing. The 24 experimental 
sets were randomly distributed in 8 experimental groups 
(n=15), according to the type of whitening treatment and type 
of pigmentation, as described in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 - Flow-chart of the study

Source: Research data.
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2.4 Staining Procedures

The previous  dental blocks staining was carried out 
according to the methodology proposed by Stookey et al.19 
and modified to only provide the dental structure staining 
without the formation of a bacterial biofilm. Prior to staining, 
the exposed dentin surface was waterproofed by 2 layers of 
clear nail polish (Colorama, Brazil). After drying for 1 hour, 
the enamel surface was conditioned by immersion in a 1% 
hydrochloric acid (0.12N) for 60 seconds. Immediately after 
that, the samples were transferred to a saturated solution of 
sodium carbonate for 30 seconds to neutralize the remaining 
acid. The samples were finally washed in deionized water for 
1 minute (19). Sample sets were then subjected to periods of 
staining by total immersion in a pigment solution and drying 
periods in equipment like that used by Stookey et al.19 for 4 
consecutive days, at a controlled temperature of 36 ± 1 ºC. 
The staining solutions tested were green tea – GT, orange 
soda – OS and red wine – RW. The control groups were not 
subjected to any dye solution and remained in artificial saliva.

2.5 Whitening Protocols

BC groups underwent toothbrushing in a brushing 
test machine (MAVTEC – Comércio e Serviços e 
Desenvolvimento para Laboratório, Ribeirão Preto, SP, 
Brazil). The experimental sets were fixed in the machine and 
brushed with a toothpaste containing Blue Covarine (BC) 
in 3-minute daily cycles to simulate the standard brushing 
protocol recommended for patients (1 minute of brushing 3 
times per day). The procedure was repeated for 7 consecutive 
days. Toothpastes were dissolved in distilled water and a 
0.5% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose solution (CMCS), 
in the toothpaste:water:CMCS ratio of 1:1:1, following 
a procedure published by Joiner et al.7,9 The brushing test 
machine was programmed to brush at 150 cycles/min, with 
a load of 375g, resulting in a total of 450 brushing cycles 
per day. After brushing, each study group was washed 
with water to remove any remaining toothpaste and was 
stored in artificial saliva. The HP groups were subjected 
to in-office tooth whitening using 35% HP (Whiteness HP, 
FGM Produtos Odontológicos, Joinville, SC, Brazil). The 
whitening agent was prepared as recommended by the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Two whitening sessions were 
performed with an interval of 7 days between them. In each 
whitening sessions, the whitening agent was applied for 
three times for 15 minutes. After each session, the sample 
sets were washed with water and placed in artificial saliva. 
The total cumulative contact time of the whitening agent 
with the dental enamel was 90 minutes. 

2.6 Whitening Effectiveness 

The effectiveness was measured by a previously 
calibrated (CCI = 0.74) and blinded examiner, using a Vita 

EasyShade® reflectance spectrophotometer (Vita, CA, USA) 
with black background. The analyses were determined 
based on ∆L, ∆a and ∆b, from the CIELab color system and 
assessed at T1 – immediately after the first toothbrushing 
or first in-office tooth whitening treatment, T2 – after 
conclusion of all of the whitening treatments. The difference 
was considered between baseline color compared to the 
subsequent evaluations time (T1 and T2).  ∆E was further 
calculated using the following formula: [20] ∆E = [(Li – Lo)

2 
+ (ai – ao)

2 + (bi – bo)
2)1/2].

2.6.1 Whitening Index for Dentistry 

The whitening index for dentistry (WID) was calculated 
according to the equation: WID = 0.511L* - 2.324a* - 
1.100b*.21

2.7 Data analysis

Data for color differences (∆E) and each CIELab color axis 
(L*, a* and b*) were analyzed by a two-way repeated measure 
mixed ANOVA. Primarily, the conditions for the application 
of this test, namely normal distribution and sphericity were 
tested through the Shapiro-Wilk (p ≥ 0.056) and Mauchly (p < 
0.001) tests, respectively. The Mauchly test indicated the need 
for using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. The Bonferroni 
test was used for the pairwise comparisons of interest. All the 
statistical tests were performed with the assistance of PAWS 
Statistics Software (PASW Statistics 22.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, 
IL, USA) considering a significance level of 5%.

3 Results and Discussion

Two-way repeated measured mixed ANOVA showed 
statistically significant differences for the experimental 
groups (p<0.001) and for the interaction of groups and 
evaluations time (p=0.022). No difference for the evaluations 
time was observed (p=0.126). According to the color change 
(∆E) BC toothpaste promoted a whitening of the structure. 
However, this whitening effect was not like HP (p≤0.042). 
To the groups that received pigmented solutions, HP always 
showed a better whitening performance. Otherwise, for 
control groups (without pigmented solutions) no effects of 
the whitening agent were observed (p=1.000). The most 
color changes were observed in GT and RW for HP, both 
to T1 and T2. Regarding the evaluations time, only for CT 
and GT groups, a second session provided a whitening effect 
(p≤0.030), regardless of the whitening products used (Table 
1).
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Table 1 - Means and standard deviation for color change (∆E) for all the experimental groups at different time points

Time points
Experimental Groups

BC-C HP-C BC-GT HP-GT BC-OS HP-OS BC-RW HP-RW
T1 13.4 ±3.9Bb 12.9 ±3.9Bb 4.3 ±1.6Aa 19.5 ±7.9BCa 4.4 ±2.6Aa 10.3 ±3.4Ba 13.9 ±4.3ABa 26.9 ±6.4Ca

T2 11.3 ±3.8ABCa 10.6 ±4.8ABCa 8.2 ±4.2ABb 21.9 ±10.7CDb 4.9 ±1.3Aa 11.1 ±3.7BCa 14.0 ±6.3ABCa 29.1 ±6.9Da

Different uppercase letters indicate significant differences at each time point (p≤0.042). Different lowercase letters indicate statistically significant 
differences among the different time points in the same group (p≤0.030). T1: immediately after the first toothbrushing or first in-office tooth whitening 
treatment; T2: after conclusion of all of the whitening treatments; BC: Blue covarine toothpaste; HP: hydrogen peroxide 35%; C: Control; GT: Green 
tea; OS: Orange soda; RW: Red wine.
Source: Research data.

In terms of luminosity of the enamel structure (∆L) 
statistically significant differences for the experimental 
groups (p<0.001), for evaluations time (p=0.035) and 
for the interaction of these factors (p=0.022) were 
observed. HP showed a better performance for GT and 

RW groups (p=0.007 and p<0.001, respectively). For 
OS, no statistically significant difference was observed 
(p=1.000), except for T2 (p=0.015). For the control 
groups, BC exhibited higher luminosity change than HP 
(p≤0.034) (Table 2). 

Table 2 - Means and standard deviation for luminosity (∆L) for all the experimental groups at different time points

Time points Experimental groups
BC-C HP-C BC-GT HP-GT BC-OS HP-OS BC-RW HP-RW

T1 16.4 ±3.8Cb 24.9 ±5.7Bb 6.3 ±3.7Aa 30.7 ±9.6Ca 16.1 ±8.7ABa 31.3 ±11.7Ba 78.4 ±8.6BCa 82.4 ±10.8Da

T2 10.3 ±3.6CDa 18.5 ±4.8Aa 16.8 ±3.6ACb 56.3 ±14.6BDEb 17.4 ±4.8ACa 56.6 ±12.9BDb 52.7 ±9.7ACDa 81.6 ±9.6Ea

Different uppercase letters indicate significant differences at each time point (p≤0.042). Different lowercase letters indicate statistically significant 
differences among the different time points in the same group (p<0.001).T1: immediately after the first toothbrushing or first in-office tooth whitening 
treatment; T2: after conclusion of all of the whitening treatments; BC: Blue covarine toothpaste; HP: hydrogen peroxide 35%; C: Control; GT: Green 
tea; OS: Orange soda; RW: Red wine.
Source: Research data.

The data of green-red axis (∆a) showed statistically 
significant difference for the experimental groups (p< 
0.001), for evaluations time (p=0.007) and for the interaction 
of these factors (p<0.001). Moreover, the data showed that 

a second session provided a variation in this axis only to 
the control groups (p=0.003). In T1, the type of whitening 
products had an effect only for GT groups (p<0.001) (Table 
3). 

Table 3 - Means and standard deviation for ∆a for all the experimental groups at different time points

Time points
Experimental groups

BC-C HP-C BC-GT HP-GT BC-OS HP-OS BC-RW HP-RW
T1 3.1 ±1.1ABa 2.0 ±1.4ABa 1.1 ±0.5Aa 12.3 ±4.8Da 1.6 ±0.7Aa 2.5 ±0.9ABa 6.4 ±2.7BCDa 7.5 ±3.9ACDa

T2 3.1 ±4.6CDa 3.8 ±2.2BCb 0.7 ±0.4Aa 10.2 ±4.3BCDa 2.2 ±0.9ABa 5.4 ±1.3ACDa 6.4 ±2.2BCa 7.5 ±3.5ACDa

Different uppercase letters indicate significant differences at each time point (p≤0.040). Different lowercase letters indicate statistically significant 
differences among the different time points in the same group (p≤0.002). T1: immediately after the first toothbrushing or first in-office tooth whitening 
treatment; T2: after conclusion of all of the whitening treatments; BC: Blue covarine toothpaste; HP: hydrogen peroxide 35%; C: Control; GT: Green 
tea; OS: Orange soda; RW: Red wine. 
Source: Research data.

Data from the blue-yellow axis (∆b) showed 
statistically significant difference for the experimental 
groups (p<0.001), for evaluations time (p=0.005) and for 
the interaction of these factors (p=0.018). The type of 

whitening products showed no effect for GT and CT groups 
(p=0.105 and p=0.124, respectively). In T2, the type of 
whitening products had an effect only in OS (p=1.000) 
(Table 4).

Table 4 - Means and standard deviation for ∆b for all the experimental groups at different time points

Time 
points

Experimental groups
BC-C HP-C BC-GT HP-GT BC-OS HP-OS BC-RW HP-RW

T1 19.6 ±4.6BCb 47.6 ±6.8CEb 12.6 ±6.7ABa 36.4 ±7.1ACDEb 7.2 ±3.3Aa 38.1 ±7.9BCDEb 23.3 ±6.3ACDa 77.2 ±14.9Ea

T2 7.9 ±2.6ABa 33.2 ±8.3Da 20.1 ±7.4BCb 17.7 ±3.4ABCa 3.9 ±2.4Aa 28.7 ±9.5CDEa 26.2 ±5.8BCDEa 86.3 ±18.4Ea

Different uppercase letters indicate significant differences at each time point (p≤0.013). Different lowercase letters indicate statistically significant 
differences among the different time points in the same group (p≤0.030).T1: immediately after the first toothbrushing or first in-office tooth whitening 
treatment; T2: after conclusion of all of the whitening treatments; BC: Blue covarine toothpaste; HP: hydrogen peroxide 35%; C: Control; GT: Green 
tea; OS: Orange soda; RW: Red wine. 
Source: Research data.
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difference to T1 in the C (p=0.039) and OS (0.047) groups 
which received hydrogen peroxide whitening treatment, and 
in the C group blue-covarine whitened (p=0.002). Regardless 
of the evaluation time, the whitening agents had similar effects 
in the control groups and those stained with RW.

In the WID analysis (Table 5), a statistically significant 
difference for the experimental groups (p<0.001) and for the 
interaction experimental group*evaluation time (p=0.021) 
were observed, but not  for evaluation time (p=0.089). The 
conclusion of all the whitening treatments (T2) showed the 

Table 5 - Means and standard deviation for whitening index for dentistry (WID) for all the experimental groups at different time points
Time 
points

Experimental groups
BC-C HP-C BC-GT HP-GT BC-OS HP-OS BC-RW HP-RW

T1 -5.8 ±4.8Ab -0.8 ±4.8ABCb -4.9 ±3.3Aa 17.5 ±8.7BCa -2.3 ±1.1ABa 16.3 ±7.9Cb -5.2 ±3.8Aa -1.7 ±0.8ABa

T2 -10.9 ±6.6Aa -1.9 ±7.3ABCDa -3.6 ±1.6Ba 17.1 ±8.2CDa -0.3 ±0.7BCa 14.6 ±8.7Da -7.6 ±3.4ABa -2.6 ±1.9ABCa

Different uppercase letters indicate significant differences at each time point (p≤0.037). Different lowercase letters indicate statistically significant 
differences among the different time points in the same group (p≤0.047). T1: immediately after the first toothbrushing or first in-office tooth whitening 
treatment; T2: after conclusion of all of the whitening treatment; BC: Blue covarine toothpaste; HP: hydrogen peroxide 35%; C: Control; GT: Green 
tea; OS: Orange soda; RW: Red wine. 
Source: Research data.

The use of whitening toothpaste with an optical effect agent 
has been proposed as an alternative treatment for mild  tooth 
structure discolorations.10 This study evaluated the potential 
of a BC toothpaste compared to conventional HP-based in-
office whitening agent in stained teeth. It was observed that 
BC toothpaste promotes a significant color change, but not 
comparable with HP. This result leads us to reject the null 
hypothesis tested.

The “optical” whitening effect of BC toothpaste is based 
on the perception alteration of the original tooth color due 
to the deposition of a thin bluish-colored film on the tooth 
structure after brushing, altering the tooth color perception. 
This toothpaste has also an effective abrasive system for 
the removal of extrinsic stains in comparison to other silica 
whitening toothpaste.15 The main advantage is a significant 
and instantaneous whitening of the dental structure without 
requiring HP-based products that cause biological damage to 
the dental structure.6,8,22

To the best level of knowledge, this is the first study that 
carried out a direct comparison of the whitening potential 
of BC toothpaste versus a HP-based whitening agent in 
stained teeth. Our results have shown that the  HP whitening 
effect  was significantly higher than BC for stained teeth, 
regardless of the dyes used. However, Bergesch et al.23 and 
Oliveira et al.24 evaluated the effect of BC in comparison to 
other dentifrices on stained teeth. It was observed that even 
in the analysis immediately after toothbrushing, BC showed 
whitening potential, mainly by increasing the teeth brightness. 
This result can be justified by a possible weak adhesion of the 
pigments to the teeth surface, as they have been subjected to 
extrinsic pigmentation. Thus, the abrasive system composed 
by hydrated silica particles may have been effective for 
removing stains.

The color perception is given by a three-dimensional 
space defined by the International Commission of l’Eclairage 
[CIE] in 1986.25 The three axes are L*, a* and b*, where L 
*represents a measure of luminosity and the axes a* and b* 
represent the red-green and blue-yellow axes, respectively. In 

this study, the effect on ∆L after a single brushing with BC 
was similar to whitening with HP-based whitening agents in 
the group stained with orange soda. However, after a second 
whitening session, HP showed better results than the 7 days 
of brushing with BC. This result corroborates with previous 
studies26,27 and is mainly justified by the mechanical removal 
of extrinsic pigmentation, due to brushing abrasion. This 
may explain the fact that a single brushing with BC had a 
similar effect to HP in changing the luminosity of the group 
stained with OS. This dye has a lower pigment potential than 
GT and RW, which also justifies the pronounced effect of HP 
concerning BC to change ∆L in subsequent assessments.

Studies on tooth whitening indicate that yellow-blue 
is the most important axis in the  whitening perception.12,20 
This axis is the one which promotes higher changes at the 
groups whitened with BC, since it is already clear that the 
semi-transparent blue layer on the dental structure promoted 
by BC decreases the values of the b* axis [yellow-blue], 
which reduces the teeth yellowed appearance and improving 
the whitening measurement and perception .7 In the present 
study, BC promoted noticeable changes in the b* axis.28 Not 
surprisingly, at T1 this effect was similar to HP for GT and 
control groups. These results were already expected and are 
in accordance with the comparison in non-pigmented teeth29, 
which highlighted that the promising effect of the blue film 
provided by BC to reduce teeth yellowing is less effective than 
conventional tooth whitening with severe pigmentation.

The greatest changes in ∆a were observed in the groups 
stained with RW, where the effect of the type of whitening was 
not significant. The changes in these two groups were similar 
to HP in the group stained with GT. The greatest changes 
in groups with RW may be due to the main characteristic 
of the substance color, which alters the red-green axis. 
The hypothesis for the similarity of the effect of a single 
brushing with BC and a whitening session with HP is that 
RW pigmentation, although severe, is superficial. Taking this 
into account, it is possible to infer that the ability to remove 
extrinsically pigmented film by the abrasive  brushing effect 
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with whitening toothpaste is equivalent to the action of a 
single  HP application. In GT pigmented tooth, pigment 
molecules are believed to have a superior ability to penetrate 
into the tooth structure, promoting a more significant change 
in pigmentation on the a* axis and, thus, the  HP effect is more 
significant.

The lack of studies that assessed the WID of whitening 
toothpaste hinders a direct comparison of our findings. Higher 
WID values represent greater whiteness.21 Thus, our findings 
suggest that hydrogen peroxide is more effective in promoting 
tooth whitening. An interesting finding of the whiteness 
potential was observed concerning the pigmented groups with 
RW, where the BC and HP effects were similar regardless of  
time. This finding can be justified by the higher pigmentation 
potential of RW than the other evaluated solutions. Thus, 
BC toothpaste associated with brushing abrasion may have 
accentuated the staining removal by RW, preventing a 
significantly higher effect of HP.

Toothpaste is an important vehicle for delivering 
therapeutic doses to the oral cavity during the daily brushing 
routine. Based on this, the incorporation of chemical, optical 
and/or abrasive properties have been added to promote 
whitening during the oral hygiene routine, trying to avoid 
the need for a conventional HP-based whitening procedure.30 
Regarding the effectiveness of whitening toothpastes with 
BC in their composition, it has been reported that 2 units are 
required to obtain a noticeable difference in teeth whitened by 
BC.28 In this study, alteration higher than 2 units was observed 
in all the groups that received BC. Thus, the results of this 
study suggest that the use of BC toothpaste has a whitening 
optical effect on the tooth structure, even in those with severe 
staining.

This in vitro study has some limitations. The absence 
of a control group with exposure to BC without brushing 
prevented confirmation that the removal of extrinsic stains 
can be attributed to an optical [blue layer] or mechanical 
[abrasion] effect. However, the synergic analysis of toothpaste 
+ brushing is due to the attempt to reproduce the effect in the 
oral environment of this product, which will be conditioned 
to brushing. The use of bovine teeth can also be pointed out 
as a limitation, since its optical properties differ from those 
observed in human teeth.31 However, as this study employed 
a direct comparison with the baseline in the condition of the 
pigmented dental structures, it is believed that may reduce the 
possible bias of optical alteration of the dental structure on the 
measurement of color change.

The findings of this study agree with the current literature 
on the subject. Whitening toothpaste has a significant effect 
on removing extrinsic teeth staining,32 but has been associated 
with less color change compared to conventional whitening.33 
Recent clinical evidence supports the scarce whitening 
potential of toothpaste containing blue covarine after a single 
application34 or even after using it for 2 weeks.35

On the other hand, the use of BC toothpaste after in-office 

whitening has proven to be an effective strategy to maintain 
the whitening results.36 This can be attributed to the possible 
synergism between BC and HP.37 Therefore, after whitening 
teeth, the BC whitening effect is minimal but effective in 
the color maintenance. Future studies are needed to clarify 
if the insertion of whitening toothpaste in daily oral hygiene 
procedures of stained teeth patients can prevent the  tooth 
pigmentation recurrence after at-home or in-office whitening 
and delay the need for new whitening procedures.

4 Conclusion

Within the limitations of this study, it can be concluded 
that BC may be a viable option for extrinsically stained teeth. 
However, for severe staining, BC exhibited minimal whitening 
effect and conventional HP-based whitening agents proved 
to be the most effective treatment strategy in this clinical 
situation. Perspectives for future studies on the subject should 
include the investigation of the potential of BC toothpaste in 
preventing the tooth pigmentation recurrence  after at-home 
or in-office whitening and delay the need for new whitening 
procedures.
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